Concert from HOME

Presented Virtually

October 24, 2020  6pm
Program

La Réjouissance - The Joy
from *Music for the Royal Fireworks*
George Frideric Handel

A Quiet Journey Home
Ayatey Shabazz

Hands Across the Sea
John Philip Sousa
In collaboration with Rose City Pride Bands
With special guest introduction by the Honorable London Breed,
Mayor of the City & County of San Francisco

Alegre
Tania León

This Is Me
words & music by Benj Pasek & Justin Paul; arr by Jay Bocook

Dancing Queen
words & music by Benny Andersson, Bjorn Ulvaeus, & Stig Anderson;
arr by Michael Brown; percussion arr by Will Rapp

I Left My Heart in San Francisco
words & music by Douglass Cross & George Cory
Performers

Artistic Director
Pete Nowlen, SFLGFB
Mike Wong, SFLGFB
Joseph Accuardi-Gilliam, Rose City Pride Bands

Flute/Piccolo
Chris Mills
Eric Bernier
Gretchen Scholl
Jane Magid
Julie Williamson
Marty Hope
Mercedes Li
Ruth Keys
Sarah Winer
Scott Shelp
Taka Aoki
Terri Gaydon
Todd Pope

Oboe
Chris Hewes
Keith Sklower

Clarinet
Dee Spencer
Doug Litwin
Jessica Ma
Kathy Hennig
Marty Hope
Mike Wong
Shade Yoder
Vi Le

Bass Clarinet
Dave Becerra
Joshua Lacayo
Larry Williams
Moira Wilmes

Contra Alto Clarinet
Dave Becerra

Bassoon
Arturo Otamendi
Eric Watson
Wes Kashiwagi

Soprano Saxophone
David Shapiro
Scott Shelp
Wes Kashiwagi

Alto Saxophone
Brandon Moss
Guy Danus
Jeunesse Monroe-Speed
Mary Ellen Grace
Nathan Walters
Pedro Acevedo
Rene A. Caparros
Sam Aquino
Scott Shelp

Tenor Saxophone
Eric Bernier
Moira Wilmes
Pedro Acevedo
Phillip Spencer Huff
Wes Kashiwagi
Chris Mills

Baritone Saxophone
Kathleen Richardson
Scott Shelp
Vi Le

Horn
Bruce Sinor
Jonathan M. W. Young
Kim Heron
Mary Watts
Mike Wong
Steven Keys
Tyler Fong

Trumpet
Alejandro Rios
Becky Gish
Bradley W Conlain
Caiden R. Marcus
Ginnie Padgett
Heidi Beeler
Jamie Hops
Jonathan Bradley
Julie Ann Yuen
Larry Hetrick
Mike Schlemmer
Nina Levine
Sue Leonardo
Tina L Latendresse

Euphonium/Baritone Horn
Adam Sharma
David Korn
Joe Bonasera
Michael Patrick Ellard

Trombone
David Malespin
Gretchen Schuessler
Jared Foelsch
Jonathan Schuller
Julie Ann Yuen
Kate Kraft
Kaye Blestener
Mark Fox
Michael Patrick Ellard
Paul J Strand
Stephanie Richardson

Tuba
Crystel Hadley
Gary Sponholtz
Jacob Levine
Jenn Levine
Joe Bonasera
Michael L. Mehr
Priya Kalra

String Bass
Susanne Divincenzo

Percussion
Chris Hewes
Cynthia Seagren
Gary Cozzi
Gretchen Schuessler
Jerry Patterson
Kate Kraft
Ken Patterson
Linda Hitchcock
Linda Werner
Mike Wong
Nick Setnik
Patti Upsavs
Shannon Aquino

Keyboard
Ken Patterson

Flag Corps
Crissy Gugler
Elisabeth Westbo
Jerry Majors Patterson
Kim Brammell
Lisa Strand
Mark Sobecki
Mike Wong
Stephanie Richardson

Soloists
Sue Leonard
Chris Mills
Jared Foelsch
Doug Litwin

Vocals
Leanne Borghesi
Technical Team

Producers
Chris Ochoa
Stephanie Richardson

Video Editing
Chris Hewes
Crystel Hadley

Audio Editing/Mixing
Alexander Yen
Brandon Moss
Chris Hewes
Crystel Hadley
Jonathan Schuller
Mike Wong

Technical Team
Brandon Moss
Mark Sobecki
Marty Hope
Michael Patrick Ellard
Monica Nolan
Rene A. Caparros

Marketing
Vi Le
Alejandro Rios

Production Support
Andrea Nguyen
Brandon Moss
Kathy Hennig
Mike Wong
Nick Setnik
Vi Le

Special Thanks
Craig Bunch
Denny Richard
Phillip Spencer Huff
Sharon Beggs

Archivist
Andrea Nguyen